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September: Hispanic
History Month
This month honors the cultures and contributions of
both Hispanic and Latinx Americans, celebrating
heritage rooted in all Latin American countries.
This month also celebrates the independence days of
several Latin countries, including Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua on
September 15th, Mexico on September 16th, and
Chile on the 18th.
We interview individuals on how they think Hispanic
Heritage Month is important to them and how culture
affects our day-to-day life.
“Hispanic Heritage is not important to me but as well
to the community because I feel like it gives a lot of
students a sense of identity, like cultural identity… it’s
a critical time to take advantage and try to promote
just the beauty of our culture. Give the students the
opportunity to feel proud.”
“Out of all. Yes. Culture affects everything, right?
From food to language, to religious beliefs, the
traditions, so everything I do is based on how I grew
up is why yeah with my traditions and beliefs.”
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History of Kaiser High
Our school, the heart of steel.

Kaiser High School was established in
September of 1988. It was named after
distinguished American industrialist, Henry
John Kaiser. Although our school was
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In 1941-1942, Kaiser built the only
integrated steel mill on the West
Coast of the United States to generate
his own metal for shipbuilding. Most
importantly, Kaiser Steel is one of the

founded in the late 80’s, the namesake began
much before. Henry John Kaiser was born
on May 9th, 1882 and died August 24, 1967.
He is accredited for creating companies such
as Kaiser Steel, Kaiser Aluminum, Kaiser
Cement, and Kaiser Health. During the era
he was alive, Kaiser spent his time building
dams, constructing companies and ships, and
providing steel for his shipyards.

key factors as to why Fontana became
revolutionized. Kaiser Steel is even
displayed around the Lewis Library
and Technology Center on Sierra
Avenue in Fontana. As Kaiser Cats,
we are proud to be represented
under the successful industrialist,
Henry John Kaiser.

Picture by: The American Business History Center.
Kaiser Steel Mill in Fontana CA, 1942.

Athletics
Catch up on the latest sports news and highlights

Question of the Month
Find out what students think about traveling with aliens.
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Astrology
Virgo season is here! Learn about the
sixth astrological sign, The Maiden.
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Cat Sports
We Not Me
Tennis:

Volleyball:

Upcoming events in Kaiser Sports:

Tennis Athlete of the Week: Jaqueline
Macias (Grade 11) on the Varsity Tennis
team.

On the last day of summer, our Kaiser cat
volleyball team came home with pride after
they had their away game against Fontana
High School winning 3-1, sweeping FoHi for
the second time this season. With playoffs on
the line, pressure and tension grew as the
game went on, our girls used their skills to
their greatest extent to bring home a win.
Samantha Enciso, #22, describes how the
game went saying, “We started off strong the
first set, comes the second set FoHi cleaned
up their mistakes and won that set but
ultimately, we knew what was on the line,
meaning playoffs, and we stepped it up 3rd
and 4th set and won the last set 27-25.”

Coming up:

Girls’ tennis wins their first league match
this week
Upcoming tennis game: This Thursday,
September 23, 2021, a home game.

One of our star players of the night? Paige
Neuenswander, player #7. With the pressure
of winning on their minds, her teammates said
they felt nervous and tense. Paige, however,
feels otherwise. “As long as I get to do what I
love, I’m happy. So, while playing,
emotionally, I’m always happy and excited for
the next play.” With her happiness being able
to play the sport she loves trumping most of
her jitters, Paige brought her A-game on the
court. She says, “I feel like tonight I played
well. I’ve been working on trying to move the
ball around and I think for the most part I
accomplished that.”
As of yesterday, our cats ranked #4 in division
7 and came 2nd in their league. With playoffs
drawing near, students and faculty are all
anxious to see how well our cats will do. Paige
says, “For playoffs I’m somewhat nervous, but
mostly confident. I think our teams has great
potential and I’m really excited to see how the
rest of the season unfolds.” We believe in you,
ladies!

Girls' soccer informative meeting for
anyone interested in trying out for the
girls' soccer team will be on
9/22/2021 right after school in the
quad.
Softball informative meeting will also
be held in the quad at 3:30pm on
9/22/2021.
Next football home game will be on
10/01/2021, the day before
homecoming.

Varsity Football Score (9/17/2021): 28-48
Although our Kaiser Cat Football players
took a loss on Friday, September 17th, the
boys kept the game exciting with the scoring
of multiple touchdowns towards the end of
the first half. Keep up the persistent work,
boys.
Danielle Tiolo, Wendy Phung, and
Roselin Chavez

The Maiden of the
signs: VIRGO
Astrology
Love: In this month of September, a
relationship may become official. Your
goal is to make your love life as ideal as
possible, and in order to do that you must
know what you can and cannot handle and
you must not make promises that you
cannot keep. Right now, is the perfect
time to start something new starting off
with healthier habits. Do take into
consideration in taking the logical

approach this month to avoid unwanted
mistakes.
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Friendship: Virgos are great friends, they are
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Question of the month
If Aliens landed in Kaiser High School and offered
to take you back to their home planet, would you go
with them?
Most students throughout the lunch
hour were skeptical about
answering the question, saying that
Aliens were not “ideal
companions”. However, some
students said that they wouldn’t
mind a ride with Aliens.

some of the most loyal, encouraging, and
caring signs. They are natural worriers, great at
emotional support, and you can always
depend on a Virgo to be there for you. They
are mostly found being friends with a sensitive
Cancer and a loyal Taurus.
FACT: Did you know that the Virgo Zodiac often
is said to represent the Greek Goddess of Justice,
Astraea?

Yes: 15

No: 35

Out of 50 students, here are the
results.
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